“Drones iVue - iVue the World”

Location: Zoom Meeting online
Link will be sent to those who register

Time: 6:30 PM Social Time
7:00 PM Presentation

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
RSVP BY April 21, 2021
davidsparis@twc.com
or (516) 458-8593

Cost: Free for Everyone

This presentation will include an overview of Drones iVue, the current state of the drone industry, and Jacob’s thoughts on the future of drones, their applications, and impact on the world. With a passion for aviation, people, and technology from a young age, Jacob founded Drones iVue as an idea to map the world with drones. Now Jacob and his team are on a mission to map the world with digital media content, devices like drones and robots, as well as an online virtual world map platform designed to make the world viewable and accessible to everyone.

After studying Unmanned Aircraft Systems at Middle Tennessee State University, Jacob is now building teams to develop ideas into digital media, unmanned electronic, and software products for growing and scaling Drones iVue’s three subsidiary companies:

iVue Media LLC | Digital Media Fulfillment
• iVue Media fulfills orders to produce and deliver digital media content like photos, videos, virtual tours, and drone imagery on-demand, using a network of content creators with online ordering, processing, and distribution.

iVue Robotics LLC | Mobile Robotics & IoT Devices
• iVue Robotics is redefining the mobile computer by producing devices like drones and robots for consumers, producers, creatives, and professionals with applications or jobs that require computing onsite or on the fly.

Worlds iVue LLC | Virtual World Map Platform
• Creating the most up-to-date virtual world map, Worlds iVue is an online platform designed for users to remotely view and interact with digital media content, people, places, events, jobs, and devices around the world.

Directions: Click on the link in the meeting invitation you will receive after signing up for the meeting.